Transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) is extensively used for pre-and peri-operative visualization of the prostate gland. The main applications are the estimation of the prostate volume and guidance for systematic biopsies. Gray-scale and Doppler US imaging may also provide diagnostic information on intraprostatic abnormalities. Unfortunately, the sensitivity and specificity are poor so in many cases other investigations such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are mandatory [1] . Contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) is nowadays a well accepted imaging method in the diagnosis of liver tumors [2] . Application in other organs such as kidney, pancreas, spleen, lung, or thyroid are well implemented, guidelines for non hepatic application of CEUS being recently published [3] . Low mechanical index transrectal CEUS (TR-CEUS) has become available during the last decade when contrast-specific modalities were also implemented on endocavitary transducers [3] .
The first application of contrast ultrasound in the prostate was aimed to detect more prostate cancers (PCa) foci and to puncture them via transrectal biopsy [4] . The rationale behind this approach relies on increased microvessel density of PCa (due to its proliferation of neovessels) and on the ability of CEUS to visualize such changes as areas with rapid and increased contrast enhancement [4] [5] [6] . A recent study comparing the sensitivity of TRUS and TR-CEUS in detecting PCa foci has demonstrated an increased sensitivity of CE-TRUS (66.1% vs. 47.2%) [7] . In comparison to systematic biopsy, targeted biopsy using CEUS alone did not increase the cancer detection rate so systematic biopsy should not be eliminated [4, 8] . Currently, the superiority of CEUS targeted biopsy is seemingly limited in men with previously negative biopsy results and positive MR imaging findings [4, 9] . In PCa detection and TRUS guided biopsy the accuracy of CEUS may be enhanced using dynamic and multiparametric dynamic CEUS [10, 11] .
Another interesting application of CEUS is the monitoring of various nonsurgical PCa treatments such as brachytherapy, high intensity frequency ultrasound (HIFU), radiofrequency ablation (RFA), and irreversible electroporation [4] . For brachytherapy planning, the use of CEUS improves the coverage of intraprostatic lesions without increasing the radiation dose [12] .
Both HIFU and cryosurgery are minimal invasive, alternative treatment modalities for localized PCa. Before the treatment CEUS is able to better delineate the PCa while after a successful treatment CEUS is a very promising method to assess the size of the unenhanced, treated area [13] .
Due to it's lower invasiveness, quicker recovery and fewer complications RFA is gaining popularity in the treatment of prostate diseases especially PCa [14] . MRI displays the highest sensitivity to soft tissue so it has been used mostly to evaluate the results of RFA and other local therapies [14] . By depicting the microvasculature CEUS has the ability to detect the treated tumor as an unenhanced area and to monitor it over time. Moreover, in comparison to MRI it is easier to perform, can be implemented during the procedure and has a lower cost [14] . A very recent study has demonstrated the CEUS has similar accuracy as MRI at several time intervals after RFA [14] . The same results were obtained after irreversible electroporation [15] .
In this issue of Medical Ultrasonography, Moschouris and colleagues have published an interesting paper on early CEUS evaluation of prostatic artery embolization (PAE) in benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) [16] . This procedure is a relatively new, minimally invasive endovascular treatment of symptomatic BPH with an attractive profile of safety and efficacy As for other local nonsurgical therapies aiming at destroying prostatic neoplastic tissue, MRI is considered the most powerful tool in assessing the response. The authors have demonstrated that CEUS is able to detect the prostatic infarctions immediately after the procedure by using transabdominal CEUS (TA-CE-US). Prostatic infarctions were confirmed by TR-CEUS performed 3 days after PAE with very good correlations regarding the size to the transabdominal approach. The presence of infarctions on early CEUS after PAE was associated with clinical success and the extent of infarction was correlated with the degree of prostate shrinkage on 3-month follow-up. A great advantage of TA-CEUS is that it can be applied during the procedure, to provide on-site evaluation of the effect of PAE. In case of no or suboptimal response, an angiographic re-evaluation may be required.
Based on these results and those of the aforementioned studies on other local non-surgical therapies it seems that CEUS is gaining an important, crescent role in intra and post procedural evaluation of the therapeutical results. The introduction of multiparametric prostate ultrasound on more US devices will enhance the performances even more.
